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Biorhythms help explain your life
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Introducing the most innovative, unique and very accurate Biorhythms graphic program ever on the market!
All Biorhythm graphics are accurate only when entering/using an accurate birthdate/incident date!

AMS_BiosProPC --- AMS_BioRhythms computing program -- US Patent # US-2018-0060515-A1
This computer Biorhythms graphics program, for personal and/or professional use, is patent pending and includes
proprietary graphics production techniques that no other Biorhythms computing program uses. These proprietary techniques
and ideas are the specific development of Ronald L. Monarch as owner and operator of Astro Metaphysical Services!
This PDF will show and describe the operation of this AMS_BiosProPC computing program, giving examples of the
Biorhythms graphic charts that one is able to produce with this Biorhythms computing program.
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About AMS_BiosProPC
This AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms computing program is an innovative Biorhythms computer program unlike any other in
existence to be operated on PCs and laptops! Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services is also working on programming this
AMS Biorhythms computer program to be used on other operating systems and all phones and tablets. Since this is a
Biorhythms computing program patent protected by Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services there will be no other
legal Biorhythms program like this one for several years!
Monarch, as owner and operator of Astro Metaphysical Services, has innovated Biorhythms and Biorhythms
programming in several ways, as seen in the first graphic above!
Monarch, as owner and operator of Astro Metaphysical Services, has innovated Biorhythms cycles graphics with graphics
representations that are more easily understood and interpreted, as also seen in the above graphic of a single entity Biorhythms
graphic! The above Biorhythms graphic and other Biorhythms graphics included herein are examples of Biorhythms graphics
that can be produced with Monarch’s AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms computer program!
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An operational diagrammatic demonstration of the operation of this AMS_BiosForPC computer program.
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Initially Monarch innovated biorhythms graphics production by distinguishing the various rhythms with a
graphic distinction for each of the three rhythms. This enables a quicker understanding of which cycle wave/s we
are focusing on. Thus we are better able to distinguish the manner of interaction through each wave.
Explanation of the graphic parts of this AMS_BiosProPC computer program
demonstrated with a single entity daily graphic.
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A demonstration of Monarch’s patent protected daily graphic showing the interaction of two entities.
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As the next step in Biorhythms graphics innovation, Monarch decided to program the biorhythm cycles of two
separate entities onto one graphic representation! With this double entity daily graphic representation we are able
to better see the manner in which any two entities (animal/business/person/situation) are likely to interact with
each other. Double entity Biorhythms graphics are only accurate with proper birthdates/start dates!!
Second entity’s name
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A demonstration of Monarch’s patent protected “yearly” graphic depicting seven years of “progression”.
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The next innovation to Biorhythms graphics representation by Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services is the invention
of, and introduction to the graphing of physical, emotional and intellectual cycles of an entity through the months of any
seven year period. Since the monthly graphing of each full cycle does extend beyond twelve and twenty-four months,
Monarch did originally call this graphing a “single yearly Biorhythms graphic”. The study of such graphics by Monarch and
Astro Metaphysical Services has shown this “monthly/yearly” cycle graphing tends to dominate over the daily cycles.
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A demonstration of Monarch’s patent protected “double yearly” graphic depicting seven years of “progression”.
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The next innovation to Biorhythms graphics representation by Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services is the invention
of, and introduction to the graphing of physical, emotional and intellectual cycles of any two entities through the months
of any seven year period. Since the monthly graphing of each full cycles does extend beyond twelve and twenty-four
months, Monarch did originally call this graphing a “double yearly Biorhythms graphic”. The study of such graphics by
Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services has shown this “yearly” cycle graphing tends to dominate the daily cycles.
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More about this AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms computing program
Monarch’s and Astro Metaphysical Services’s Claims I
Ronald Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services are, at this time, the only true Biorhythms expert worldwide!
I, Ronald Monarch, do claim to be the only true Biorhythms expert worldwide due to the fact that I have been involved in the
study of, innovation of and interpretation of Biorhythm cycles since at least 1988. Unlike other supposed Biorhythms analysts
Monarch is not a newcomer to the understanding of Biorhythms, Biorhythms cycles and Biorhythms implications!
 This program is useful in that this program points out the manner and probable dates of any interaction between any two
individuals and/or other entities/life situations. Therefore this program can be used to analyze any interaction/situation.
 Monarch, as the author/inventor has developed/invented the idea of graphing the daily cycles of a second other
entity/situation directly over the daily cycles of the first entity/situation on the same graph for an easier/quicker view of
the manner in which either entity/situation is affecting the other. Such is a specific invention produced by, and through,
the research and development of Ronald L. Monarch as owner/operator of Astro Metaphysical Services.
 Monarch as the inventor has also developed/invented, both, the single yearly biorhythm cycle and double yearly
biorhythms cycles. Such has not been proposed prior to such invention by Ronald L. Monarch.
 Monarch, as author/inventor, has studied, and demonstrated, the manner in which the daily and yearly cycles work in
unison to indicate, and influence, the interactions during any entity’s lifecycle!
 Monarch, as author/inventor, has demonstrated the effectiveness and viability of the workings and implications of all
above mentioned biorhythm cycles through interpretations, lectures, writings and other means.
 Such of Monarch’s Biorhythms explanation does go beyond the descriptions of Gittleson and other so called biorhythm
analysts. Thus Ronald Monarch is apparently “the only true Biorhythms expert worldwide”!
 Monarch as this author/inventor is in the process of writing a book on the voracity and indications of the manner in which
biorhythm cycles describe and portray historic and future events/situations.
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Monarch’s and Astro Metaphysical Services Claims II
Biorhythms can help ease your way through life
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This Biorhythms computing program can assist you:
 In smoothing out your life, including relationship situations.
 In reducing/eliminating conflicts in your life.
 By helping you look ahead to future situations to help you avoid probable future conflicts, both caused
by/with other entities and/or caused by you.
 By helping eliminate accidents and other problems with your self and/or your employees!
 I have found this program interesting for studying various sporting/other events and their outcomes;
• Looking at whether an entity should be involved in any such event!
Go use the AMS_BiosProPC demo computer program!

Monarch is in the process of writing a book on updated Biorhythms understanding and interpretation, hopefully to
be published between now and sometime in 2019!
Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services can be available, by appointment, to give a free 1 to 2 hour
PowerPoint/Adobe lecture on and demonstration of Biorhythms and their benefits, only at a public library and open
to the general public. All other lectures to for profit organizations are instructional base fee of $45.00/hour. This
instructional fee may vary depending upon travel and other accumulated expense/s of Monarch and Astro
Metaphysical Services.
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Order by:
Phone – (920 540-9695
Email – astrlgyman@Hotmail.com or astrlgyman@aol.com
Direct mail to: Astro Metaphysical Services, 518 Main St. #45, Wrightstown, WI 54180

You can buy a copy of this AMS_BiosProPC computer program for use on your PC or laptop;
 For personal use –
 Initial fee for the first entity’s name and birth/initiation/start date $25.
 An additional $5 for each additional permanent name and birthdate to be included in this
personal use program.
 Plus Your state sales tax and shipping & handling.
 Use under this contract would be limited to the names listed within the program!
 The first entity’s name and the birthdate/start date of this individual/business, etc., must be included
when ordering this program.
 Other names, etc., up to the number of additional names you pre-pay for can be entered after you start
the program on your laptop/PC.
Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services can be available, by appointment, to teach proper operation and use of this
AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms computing program, along with some descriptive interpretation suggestions for
biorhythms cycle combinations, for an instructional base fee of $45.00/hour. This instructional fee may vary
depending upon travel and other accumulated expense/s.
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You can buy a copy of this AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms computer program for use on your PC or laptop;
Business/Professional use –
 After saving the entered information such Names and birthdates/start dates need only to be
entered once with this business/professional AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms program version.
• The business/professional AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms computing program will allow you to
save names and birthdates/start dates in a file named by you!
 Prices begin at $60.00 for simple single business/professional use. and may rise depending on the
negotiated price for the use intended;
o Internet use or more complicated business/professional interpretation use price/s are higher
depending on the negotiated price for the use intended!
 Plus Your state sales tax and shipping & handling and/or installation that may be required.
Monarch and Astro Metaphysical Services can be available, by appointment, to teach proper operation and use of this
AMS_BiosProPC Biorhythms computing program, along with some descriptive interpretation suggestions for
biorhythms cycle combinations, for an instructional base fee of $45.00/hour. This instructional fee may vary
depending upon travel and other accumulated expense/s.

